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INTRODUCTION

; Henry Charles Carey (1793-1879) was the best known and. 
the most highly respected economist in the United States 
during the middle decades of the nineteenth centuryo When 
his first book. Essay on the Rate of Wagesg was published
in 1835» there was no American economist of recognized 

^ - - - standing* But by the end of the American Civil War* econo
mists throughout the world were discussing the “American 
System," the optimistic school of natural harmony which had 
been largely developed by Carey» Newspapers generally re
ferred to him at the time of his death as "America’s most

: - :  ̂ - ; 2 ■; . .. m . - ■ ■■ ■ :widely known private citizen*" '
Carey’s major work, the Principles of Social Science, 

a three-volume series published in. 1 8 5 8-5 9» .-Was almost at 
orice translated into five European languages and into 
Japanese* Yets although his readers were many and wide- 
spreads his devoted followers were in general limited to 
the United States,. Germany, and Scandinavia -- those areas

]_0 it is true that Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Eamil- 
ton, Daniel Raymonds and others had written in the economic 
field; they are nots however, primarily classified as.- econo.-., 
mists0 See Chapter 1, post«

2=, A» . D= Ho Kaplans "Henry Charles Carey, a Study in 
American Economic Thought," Johns Hopkins University Studies 
in Historical and Political Science -(Baltimoreg The Johns 
Hopkins Press, 193h)s volo™XLIXs no* p. l6 o
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■in which a philosophy of natural harmony was well suited to 
the beneficent economic conditions to be found. Professor - 
Perry wrote<y in the.:year prior; to the death of Oareys that . •
economists may be said to follow the system either of Adam

: ■ ■'v: , ■ : '■ - *. ■- V _ ■ . . 3 ' ' i ■ ' -• _ ' .. ;
. Smith:_or of Henry Charles Carey* Certain German writerss 
. notably :&gen : Buhring^ agreed with Perry in substance o
, ' ‘ On the other side, Carey *s opponents .denounced him' as
bitterly as his supporters praised himo In Englands John 
Stuart Mills to whose theories Carey8s ran counter9 thought 

: Cslreyls ideas to be founded on something other than fact c 
He .didj,,notwlthsta.ndingj, deem it necessary to reform his law 
of diminishing returns In line with the forceful criticisms : 
leyeled against it by Carey»■ Opinion against Carey was _

. summed up by the attitude of,Professor Miller of Brown Uni
versity, who wrote in 1 926 of "the absurdities of =, <,« Carey»n 
He went on to speak in particular of banking theory, writing 
that Carey "found the subject pitted to illustrate his abi
lity to formulate 8laws 8 conveniently embodying his view- 

:.hh;:a 5 ' ' ■:. ; /at.:: ' : ' 't . . ' ■ "

h'-t'uy"'■ 3«. - 4 «;.-.H»v;perry5 Elements of political Economy ■ (1 8 7 8), ■ p., 92o Cited by Kaplan, ibidT, pp. 9-10* (Original source"
; not available») . : ' "h . \ ‘ ■ ' "i \ . i’t: ; :
' ' ' Edwin Cannan, Theories of Production and Distribu
tion . (London; P° So'-King & Son, Ltd®, 1920), pp» .178-8 0o

5o Harry Eo Miller., "Banking Theories in the United ' 
States Before i8 6 0,n Harvard Economic Studies, (Cambridge s ;

• ■ Harvard Uniyersity Press., 192lJv vol, 30, pp<. l60-6lo ; ..
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The majority opinion, however, seems to have lain some
where on middle ground. The great lassam Senior discussed
Carey8s writings with deep respect, and quoted at length from

. &  ■these workso An esteemed economic historian of the present
century wrote, 11 lo American of the nineteenth century can
claim more justly our high regard for labors well done...*
What Comte was to France and J. S. Mill to England, Carey,

7in a way, meant to America.''
That Carey8 s school of economic thought was in great

vogue in France for a time may be traced more directly to
the writings of Freddrie Bastiat, who was himself accused
of plagiarism by Carey. Whether this serious charge be
true or not --and in all fairness to.Bastiat, it seems un- 

8 ' 
substantiated —  it is. a certainty that Carey8 s doctrines
were peculiarly his own.

Carey8 s system of natural harmony, which was in s. real
sense the product of a rich, expanding, frontier economy,

67 Nassau W. Senior, Industrial Efficiency and Social
Economy, edited by S. Leon Levy (lew Yorks Henry Holt & Co.,
l^SETs PP° 23i{."60» Senior called Carey tsa very intelligent
American writer” and followed this remark with a quotation
of more than four pages of fine print.

7. 0. Fred Boueke, The Development of Economics, 1730- 
1900 (lew forks The.M a c m l l T a n ^ T l ^ I )

8 . Carey attempted as early as 1837, in the preface to 
his. Theory of Value (the first volume of the Principles of
Political Economy,, as it was later renamed), to prove ori
ginality over Bastiat. This was followed by a long corre-
spbndence between the two writers, in which Bastiat admitted 
that he had not given sufficient credit to,Carey. The dis
cussion was thus amicably settled.



■ ' ; /■ *  
eonstitutes a necessary step to a complete understanding of 
American economic development» Yet what, currently popular 
textbook even mentions Carey? And of the many texts of the 
history of economic thought in use todays why do most com
pletely ignore him,- or at best make mere mention of him? 
This paper seeks to find the answero



CHAPTER I

. CAREY'S PREDECESSORS AMD CONTEMPORARIES

" Benjamin Franklin
Benjamin Franklin (1 7 0 6-9 0 ) had certain economic ideas 

which, .were rather similar to those of the physiocrats<> His 
accomplishments were tremendous in many fields s and his 
voluminous writings included an article entitled H0n the 
Price of Corn and Management of the Poor" which was first 
published in the London Chronicle in 1 7 6 6c. His ideas on 
moneys and especially on population^ were in advance of his

9 : . .

time*
The influence of Franklin upon Henry Carey was seem

ingly quite grea.to His physiocratic ideass most strongly 
put forth in Positions to be Examined Concerning National 
Wealth (1 7 69)5 led to the advocating of early marriages
since an increased national population meant more farmers 

' . 1 0arid hence greater wealth* Carey later used this argument 
(though not it alone) in his denial of the Malthusian popu
lation thesis0 That Franklin1s writings may not always have

” ~“ 9o Lewis H<. 'HaneyP History of Economic Thought (New
York: The Macmillan Co»s 1936T 5”p* 3l67 ” ~ .

10o Ernest Teilhac, Pioneers of American Economic 
Thought in the Nineteenth Century5 translated from the 
French by Ee A» J« Johnson '(NeiT’York: The Macmillan Co.,
1 9 3 6 )5 PP° 2S 3o
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" . been marked by the clearest and deepest thought (Mo G-lde
" Yy . opines that ".«e a much-vaunted ; transparency of style is
; ^ %  - :' Y '// ' .,ii: 'y':\: -ysimply due :to absence of thought, ') is really of little

import:when the influence of Franklin upon. Carey is con- : ’
sideredo ' ' '
’ . Beniamin Franklin., moreover, had a much more direct in- '

: . fluence upon the very life of Henry Gharles Garey than has
■ generally been realizedj, since it was in part the ihfluence 
of Franklin which brought the Carey family to America 0 - ̂ y

y' Henry'1 s father, the almost equally well known #a.thew Carey, -; 
who was born in Ireland in 1760, was banishedin 1782 for - 
his literary activity against the Grown« Mathew fled to 
France, where he so on became a printer I n Ben j ami n Franklin‘s ■'

■ ; 12 ' Y y ylyy: y„y. /- --kyyy'y Shop at Passy0 It was at this time that Franklin (who was 
engaged in printing dispatches from Amerlca:} interested the ;; 
elder' Garey in the new land of politlcal freedomo So it is y.

/ not surprising that Mathew Carey h- after brlqfly r@burning .iV 
to Ireland where he was hastily jailed for resuming his .

■ former activities -- found his way to Philadelphia in 178k6

y - ' Alexander Haaiilton: \ ^

■ yAmong those:whose'thQUgEtS ;.cohdernliig political economy': - y.
affected Henry Charles Carey1s contributidns to that field, : a y

; ' ■■ 1 1 , Charles Gide and Charles ' Hist, A History of Eco
nomic Doctrines 3 translated from the French, by R= Richards 
"(London 1 ' Cr Heath & Co,, 1917), .p0 336. : ; .ydy , :

12 . Kaplan, op* clt ° p° H o  ■ ; ' _y ' ..a ':  ̂■ ' ' ■/ ■
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Alexander Hamilton (175>7-l80l|-) j, first Secretary of the Trea
sury of the United Statess may be listed among the foremost» 
Hamilton, one of the greatest and most capable statesmen of 
all time, wrote in the economic field chiefly in connection 
with his papers on state finance* He favored bimetallism, 
use of public credit, and government support of infant in
dustries <, He was in general a thoroughgoing protectionist 
on almost all counts» A note of optimism pervades his writ-

; 13 ; ■■ ■■ ' ■' : - '
Inge9 ' _ ; . s ; „ - v„'; ■ . ■ ■ . ,

At one point in his writings, Hamilton summarized his 
appraisal of the American economic position in the world of 
his.dayo '.This brief discourse seems so excellent, and so 
fine a description of the economic situation in which Henry 
Carey found himself, that it is quoted here %

■ !t o, * the United States are, to a certain extent, in 
the situation of a country precluded from foreign commerceo 
They can, indeed, without difficulty, obtain from abroad 
the manufactured supplies of which they are in wantj but they 
experience numerous and very injurious Impediments to the 
emission and vent of their own commodities* Hor •is this the ' 
case in reference to a single foreign na-tion only, The regu
lations of several countries, with which we have the most 
extensive intercourse, throw serious obstructions in the way 
of the principal staples of the United States <,

nIn such a position of things, the United States cannot 
exchange with Europe on equal terms; and the want of reci
procity would render them the victim of a system which should'induce them to confine their views to agriculture, 
and refrain from manufactures = A constant and increasing 
necessity, on their part, for the commodities of Europe, and 
only a partial and occasional demand for their own, in return, • 
could not but expose them to a state of impoverishment, com
pared with the opulence to which their political and natural advantages authorize them to aspire o „> ' .

13» Haney, op, c i t pp. 316-17,
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!,It is no small consolations thatj, alr©ady? the mea
sures. which have embarassed our trade, have accelerated in
ternal improvements s which, upon the wholes have bettered 
our affairso To diversify and extend these improvements is 
the surest and safest method of indemnifying ourselves for ' 
any inconveniences which those or similar measures have a 
tendency to beget c. If Europe will not take from us' the pro
ducts of our soils upon terms consistent with our interest, 
the natural remedy is to contract, as fast as possible, our 
wants of hero 1*1%.

Hamilton thence proceeded to discuss the exact mech
anics of government prot ect ion to these inf ant industr ies *
It is this position which Henry Charles Carey accepted after

; ■ : ■ : :: i£ ; . ' . -a long and arduous processo

Dunlel Haymond: ',
The writings of Daniel Raymond (1 7 8 6-18)4.9 ) reflect 

strikingly the contrast between the economic envirdnments 
of America and of the heavily-populated portions of Europe» 
The origin of his system.'of political economy was uniquely 
• Itoerican, perhaps even more so than that of Henry Charles 
Carey, In the time of Haymond there existed an imbalance 
between the available amounts of land and of labor that 
was certainly greater than during Carey’s period of active 
writing. The United States then had more than enough fer
tile land for all, but the labor to use it effectively Was 
far from sufficient, while in England,. the land wherein

 ]1|.« Alexander Hamilton, The Works of Alexander Hamil
ton, edited by John C« Hamilton~TEew. Yorks John Their, 
Printer, by order of the Joint Library Committee of Congress,-
1850= 51 )s voi» in, pp» 2 1 5-1 8 »

15° See pp, 3 6-7 , posty; -



classical doctrine was yet developing, the sitnation was re
versed? with more than enough labor for an insufficient amount 
of none-too-good soil* Small wonder that an American's ideas 
of political economy should differ from an Englishman 1s X

Daniel Raymond held that the chief error of the classi
cal school lay in the assumption that the welfare of the in
dividual is Identical with that of the state= It was Raymond's 
idea that the interest of any one particular class might well 
be opposed to the interest of the nation, and that any theory 
of political economy which did not recognize this as a fact 
was nothing better than a !1 partial system." He probably felt 
that physiocratic doctrine, which considered the interest of 
the farmer as paramount, was more in line with correct theory 
but it too was a '“partial system” because it did not consider 
equally the varying interests of all classes as opposed to 
the interest of the state.
•' 5 ' He felt that labor is the fundamental commodity of any
economic system —  indeed, said Raymond, it is labor which 
creates capital. There are but two factors of production, 
hature (land) and man (labor): these; he termed respectively
the • "source of wealth” and the rt cause of wealth. 11 It was .in 
writing of the (t source of wealth, ” the land, that he be came 
almost physiocrat10 himself, a position which he could not 
countenance in other's. He wrote,. "Agriculturalists are a - 
superior class of men to manufacturers. They enjoy more 
vigorous health and possess more personal courage. They

Vao



have more elevated and more liberal minds „" Manufacturing 
''hardens the heart ̂ contracts the mind, and corrupts the . 
passions»" V ' .

Raymond had also his humanitarian ' side, His idea of 
individual welfare soon led him to see the unfairness of 
one- individual maintaining his .economic position at the 
expense of another«; There could be no real justice in In
equality j hence Raymond accepted a type of national social-

.. - ' Vi?:ism strange to find in the America of his dayo
- It .may well be asked, • though, why the influence of .. 

Daniel Raymond was so minute, even in his own country«
True, a small group of influential men, among them John 
Adams and.: Mathew -Carey ,' gave him ‘warm approva 1; but by and 
large he failed to excite t he ma j or it y of thinkers <, . :
■ Perhaps the key to his unpopularity lies in his life 
history. He was born in Connecticut and studied'law at 
Tapping Reeve, the famous old school in Litchfield, He • 
was admitted to the bar in Baltimore in: 1811}., but seems not 
to, have had a thriving practice ® 'Finally, apparently from 
sheer boredom, he began to jot down his thoughts about poll 
tica 1 economy, Ha was not tutored in economics, although 
he had read European texts while he was observing the Ameri 
can scene. Consequently, he was largely lacking inmethodo

   lb= Daniel Raymond, Thoughts on Political Economy
(Baltimore, 1820), vol. I, ppT 2l5~T5', Oited by Teilhac, 
op, cit, pp, lip-15° (Original source hot available,)
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Indeed9 his writing lacks cohesiveness and sometimes even 
/ ' . 18  
consistency to an alarming degreea

Severthelesss Raymond was a pioneer in American econo
mic thought g and his effect on Henry Charles Carey was defi
nite 9 though apparently not pronounced o The younger Carey 
doubtlessly, read Raymond8s works s if only because Mathewp 
his father9 so completely endorsed them*

Others , ;;
■v\There--were''-a. few other early American writers whose . " v 

thoughts on political economy probably were absorbed by the 
mind of Henry Charles Carey« Among them were A* Ho Everett 
(I792-18i|-7)9 a contemporary of Daniel Raymondand E» Peshine 
Smiths Perhaps Carey8 s System of economics was further af
fected by others 9 but at this date that is practically im
possible to say*

18o IbidoT^PPo 3 0“3 6o



CHAPTER II

LIFE OF CARET

The life of Henry Charles Carey was characterized from 
beginning to end by success6

Born December 5, 1793s he, had by the age of eight be
come an apprentice in his father8s bookshop; at twelve, he 
was sent to Baltimore by his father to aid in the estab
lishment of a branch of the business o From 1009. until l8ll|. 
he traveled as sales representative for the firnio In the
latter year he reached his majority and was granted a full 

■ • .3 19partnership with his father and brotherso
For five years, from his sixteenth throughhls twenty- 

first years, Henry Carey traveled up and down almost the en
tire East Coast area of the Wlted States in his capacity as 
salesma.no These experiences did much to broaden his outlook 
and to increase his already vast knowledge of geography.
His later pamphlets on the economic relationships of the 
Worth and the South drew heavily upon lessons learned in 
these travelso

then Mathew Carey retired in 182^, Henry Carey, then only 
32, was promoted to president of the publishing house <, The 
company already had become the largest firm of its kind in
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the United Stateso Apparently# however# the younger Oarey 
Was less concerned with increasing the size and prestige of 
the publishing house than he was with adding to his already 
great knowledge 0 Oarey# rather than acting as the chief exe
cutive# occupied most of the time during these years as the 
firm8s reader in the selection of books for publication® Dur
ing the years in which Henry Oarey headed the company# it
printed a preponderance of books on natural science and na
tural history# as well as very many books of travel and geo- 

. graphy* - " . y , r / "  ■
Despite Henry Carey*s preoccupation with interests other 

than the financial betterment of his firm# the company pros
pered sufficiently to- allow Carey to retire in I83I4. with a 
substantial fortune o' Hence Carey# at the age of 1|_1# was able 
to devote the remaining 1[.5 yeafs of his long life to economic 
studies o.

Though his education lacked formality# it cannot be said 
to have been inferioro Carey has told how from the age of 
seven he would accompany his:father on long walks about Phila
delphia# while Mathew pointed out the economic and social

20 o The name of the firm was changed often? these names 
and the dates they were in use v-are as follows g .Mathew Carey 
and Sons (1821-25)1 Carey# Lea# and Carey (1825-28)5 Carey and 
Lea '(1 8 2 8-32)1 Carey# Lea# and Blanchard (1 8 3 2-3 6)5 and there
after# Lea and Blanchard>Carey's early works were published by the firm of Carey 
and Hart# later Henry Carey Baird and Company# which was an 
offshoot of the original Mathew Carey and Sons® Henry Carey 
Baird# a nephew and ardent supporter of Henry Charles Carey# 
continued to publish almost*all of H.C.C.!s works until his 
deatho .. : .  , ^
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significance of various landmarksQ A great deal of Henry 
Carey1s education was in fact imparted directly by M s  
father, and a great deal more by his father 1s friends o His 
education, like that of all leaders, never came to he terml= 
natedo Throughout his later years as a recognized authority 
in the field of political' economy$ Henry Charles Carey was 
accustomed to gather about him even more illustrious gentle
men of affairs than had the elder Carey<, These "Carey Ves
pers,!t as they came in time to be known, were held regularly 
at his home in Philadelphia on Sunday afternoons, commencing 
at three o'clock* Visitors ranged from Judge William Do 
( ’’Pig Iron”) , Kelly, Carey 's spokesman in Congress and strong
supporter of the Pennsylvania steel industry, to ex-President;

: . ' . 21 . \ - 
Ulysses S = Grant and Ralph Waldo Emerson« .

Carey was a visitor in Europe on two separate occasions, 
once in 1857 and again in 1859< These trips were valuable • • 
in the mellowing of his thought, for he met and talked with 
John Stuart Mill in England, as well as leading economists 
on the Continent® He met Cavour and Chevalier in Frances and 
Liebig, Humboldt, and Duhring in Germany„ He was able to 
talk directly with all these men, for he had early learned 
to speak French fluently, and had mastered the German tongue 
after reaching middle age* Carey may be accused of provin-

21o Ibido, pp0 13-15
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elallsm in some aspects of liis doctrine, but it surely can=
: ■ .-f ■ . , ' 22not be traced to ignorance of-world affairs» .

Carey lived life to the fully and his writing shows it
both by its character and in the speed with which he recorded
it o About the middle of his career as a writer, in 181l8s he
began The Past, the Present, and the Future: 90 days later,

23 .it had been publishedi
Hts first book was published in 1 8 3 5s a year after he 

retired as head of the publishing firm but a year before his , 
name was removed from the company8 s title0 This book. Essay

2k ' '' ' ' ’ 'on the Rate of Wages, was inspired by Senior’s Oxford lee-
—  — -----  —  25tures on wages, which had been delivered five years earlier0

Ih his first book, Carey revealed himself as an ardent follower 
of Adam-Smith, and as a thoroughgoing advocate of the laissez- 
faire school of economic freedom. It was Carey’s theory at 
this time that wars and poverty go hand in hand: with restric
tions on economic freedom, and that ppace and plenty can only
be achieved through complete lack of government intervention

. 26
in business affairs. ,

22o Ibid., p. 15°
2 3 . Teilhac, op° cite, p, 57°
2ko Essay on the Rate of Wagesg. with an Examination of . 

the Causes of the Differences in the Condition of the Labour- 
ing Population Throughout the World (Philadelphiag Carey and 
Hart7lB35)'o     '

25» Kaplan, op. cit., p. 31®
26. A standard text on economic thought (cont. on p. iS)



• : ■ ■ ■ 27Two years laterp Garej published M s  second major .
28 . ■ 

work. Theory of Value, which was destined to become Volume
I of the Principles of Political Economy0 The Principles of
Political Economy finally comprised three- volumes, the second
and third of which were published, in 1838 and I84.O0

The Principles of Political Economy represented Careyis
first published, general theory embracing the whole of the
field of economics * In it he was still adhering to the
Smithian concept of laissez-faire, although certain of his
ideas were undergoing change 0 He wrote in later years of the
effect of the. depression upon his economic thought, but that
effect was not at all obvious in his writing at that timet
Although almost the entire nation clamored for government

—26o (from po 1^, cont =) .(Haney, opo cite., p a 315) terms 
Garey a philosophic dualist because he supported the laissez 
fa ire school of Adam Smith with its cosmopolitanism, and yet 
proposed his own nationalistic system oi1 protectionism^ This 
statement of Haney, which has been quoted by others, represents 
a common misapprehension regarding Garey is writings 6 It is 
admittedly true that Garey did support both of these schools, 
but at different times, His thought, which at first supported 
Adam Smith, gradually developed through a critical analysis of" 
the entire classical school to its final decision that clas
sical economic theory was wrong almost in its entirety*

27 o The Harmony of Hature may in a sense be termed his 
second major work* However, though it was printed in I8 3 6, 
it was never published as such* Harmony of Hature was Gareyis 
first attempt to develop a complete system of thought, but at 
.this time his viewpoint Was altering so rapidly that Theory of 
Value (1 8 3 7) represents a much more advanced stage in his rea
soning o

28o Later, as Volume I of the Principles of Political 
Economy, it was re-named "Part the Firsts Of the Laws of the 
Production and Distribution of Wealth*"



pegplation* Carey held firm to the belief that> the best way 
out lay in freedom of enterprise without regulation from : 
above. : ■ : . :;7 ;f ..; -'' % ■  ̂ " ; V

Eight years laters The Past, the Presents and the Future 
was publishedo Heres for the first time j Garey reyealed his . : 
increasing lack of faith in classi.cal: doctrine0 He. suggested 
that protection might be a solution to some'hf : the -problems ;; 
of inequality confronting nations» And though protection as 
a policy;.of nationalism' was not logically related to his for
mer professed doctrinehe -- at least in his ’ cwninind — : re
conciled his position by declaring a new.• !llaw»»0powerful and 
h .v : "• h : ' . t -V:.
universal" that had previously "remained unnoticed," He .
in ho place gave a genuinely clear or concise definition of 
this supposed newly discovered law, but he had in mind the 
relatiphship- between ■reht ;theory- and international trade 0 The 
rent doctrine of David.Ricardo held that, since in crowded > . 
nations the increase of population forced the use of poorer . 
and yet:poorer .soils^ free trade was necess.ary • in order for \ . 
these people to have access to the raw materials of newer 
countries•» Garey, who had previously expressed some doubt 
regarding: the:’- Validity " of Ricardo * s theory, here expressed
: ; ■ ' . ' ■' •' 30 .. - -the opinion that it was "universally false," The Past, the..

The~"~Past7~~the Present, and5 the" Eature (Philadelphia:' 
Henry Garey 'Baird & Go., l51f8T7" preface, : . .. '

30. For a. further development of Carey’s ideas on rent,,, 
see pp. 3-1-5 , post.
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Presentg and the Future was widely acclaimed In Europe„ es
pecially Prussia, and Scandinavia9 where it rapidly replaced ' 
older works as:a standard text in colleges and universities0

But America was not yet ready to accept Carey as a reputable 
• ' 31 : .economistj -this she refused to do until the Civil War period

approaehedo ' ■ I; > ; ." - "' . :
: .I’rom: iSBfC,through iBBTs was the chiefi contributor - ■;

of the New York Tribune 'soeditorials on economic affairs»
Prom this point onwards'his countrymen recognized him more .
and more-as an authority» In 18^0s his Harmony of Interests s 
' ■ . ■ ~ 32” '

a collection of writings 9 was brought forth» The brunt of
his burden here, was that slavery was only one result of an
.economy geared to the satisfaction of foreign markets<, Carey
the nationalist had■emergedo _' ' • - ; ■

The Harmony of Interests WaS'-followed in. 1853 by The
Slave Trade9 ; Domestic and Foreign = y This latter-treatise did" •
little more than add emphasis to the former. "
V In 18569 Carey became a member of the Republican party9

and did much to make it the advocate of protectionism,, By
- this time.9 Carey' seemed positive that the free trade policy -
was a dire threat to the United States« •

Carey's most important workg and that which moat nearly

■ ~ ” ’31 °   iSplanTr bpo cit, 9 p« 52. " '
. 3 2. Harmony of Interests Agricultural, Manufacturing, • ~ .

'Commercial, published in 1656:by The Plough, the loom, and the -, 
Anvil, a paper founded in. 18)4.8 by Carey himself.
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expressed his considered and final body of economic doctrine 
was published in 1898 and 1859° This three-volume series s 
the Principles of Social Science, did actually repeat much 
of what he had written previously, but it also added a vast

■ . .. 33 ,amount of doctrineo
■: 3 - ■ 31& -The Manual of Social Science, which was brought forth 
in l861j.s was a popularized condensation of the Principles | 
it offered nothing new to the world, but was rather an at
tempt to make Oarey more palatable to the student= Much of 
the extended sort of example that so crowded the Principles 
was eliminated in this later:version,

-  . 35Oareyis final book. The Unity of Law, was again a 
briefer version of the Principles of Social Science, which 
had already established his reputation. It does, however, 
seem in parts to reflect some doubt that the Principles had 
been as complete and rounded a body of thought as Oarey had

' ' 36 : ^ ,: ■ . : ■. '. .. ■originally stated, :: / 9 - " ' ' V-
Oarey$s writing was of an easily misconstrued nature>

33° Principles of Social Science (Philadelphiag Henry 
Oarey Baird & Oo,, 185F-59)° The discussion of Oarey<s theory, which is to follow in Chapter III, post., is largely 
based upon this text, his best known.

Manual of Social Science, edited-by Kate McEean 
(Philadelphia % Henry ' Oarey Baird & Co., l86ij.)»

35° The Unity of Law° as exhibited in the relations 
of Physical, Social, Mental, and Moral Science~~XPhiladelphia 
Henry Oarey Baird & Coo, 18727°

360 Kaplan, op, cit, p , 6l,
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for Ixe seldom took the time and trouble to work out all am
biguities 0 Robert Ellis Thompsona close friend and an 
at tender at the “Garey Vespers r, " described Gar ey as a man 
of easy,, kindly disposition; a witty, intense, yet somehow 
reckless speaker '’even more unreserved and open to misrep
resentation than in his writings; v^it was easy for stupidity
to misconstrue and malice to misrepresent the manfs real 

37 ■ -character^”

37» R. E. Thompson, "Memoir of Henry Go Carey," Penn 
Monthly, vol* Xo, p» 82l|.. Cited by Kaplan, opo cit», pp0 
15-l6o~ (Original source not available0)



CHAPTER III

CAREY8S ECOEOHIC DOCTRIHES

Carey8 s was the philosophy of natural harmonys of com
plete optimismo The authorized German translation of his

38
Social Science, as well as a simplified English version of " — - : 39
the same work, are prefaced by Kepler 's motto,

"The universe is a harmonious whole, the soul of which 
is God0 Himself the perfection of harmony. He has impressed 
upon every soul, as His image, its own especial harmony = Hum- 
hers, figures, the stars, all nature indeed, harmonize with 
the mysteries of religiono,!
Carey's most basic presupposition seems to have been that the 
Christian religion as sumes a natural harmony among all things, 
a relationship that never goes contrary to the free and hence 
"normal” development of the human raceo

: if Ricardo and Malthas made economics the dismal science 
with" their theories of rent and of population that went coun
ter to the free play of men1 s wills, then Carey remade it into 
a'science of .optimism, with an explanation of the ways in which 
all forces cooperate with mankinds

38I Othmar Spann, The History of Economics, translated 
from the German by Eden and Cedar Paul (Hew Yorks ' Wo W» Hor
ton & COo, 1 9 3 0 )3 p » 203o

3 9o Carey, Manual of Social Science, edited by Kate 
McKean, opo c i t i> •
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: :. :v ; ■ ■ : ----- "
; - ; Bis - of value represented the; cornerstone of -
' Carey*s departure from the English school„ His method of ' 
iapproao3iiĵ .th,e//stud̂ \:of..; distr'ibu'tionr'fpllpwed^jt^t -' of Adam 
Smith and David Ricardos but though the method" was the same „ 
ythe conclusions differed = ' . /.v ■ ’ ■ . ;:

Adam Smith deyeloped a somewhat dualistic philosophy 
of value o Pirst9 he held that in a primitive society with
out capital accumulation or land- ownerships the value of -'fit- 
economic goods is wholly dependent upon the relative amounts 
of labor required in their production* But secondly, he rea
lized that in a more advanced society —  that is, one in 
which there are present interest and rent in production —  
the labor required in the production of a commodity is not 
sufficient alone to account for its value* Hence Smith 
adopted the altephative of a second definition of value, . -
that the value of economic goods is wholly dependent upon 
the amount of labor that the commodity in question can com
mand «, Thuss .Smith's two definitions of; value were*: (1) in
a primitive .society, the "labor embodied" in a good, and (2 ) 
in:a more advanced society, the "labor commanded".by a good*

A dualistic theory, of value would satisfy neither Ri
cardo nor1 Carey, for both were seeking general laws apply
ing universally to all situations« ' if -/ \y\-y

Ricardo chose the "labor embodied1- definition in wbrklhg 
out his theory of value * He rather neatly disposed of the
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factors of rent and interest* which had bothered the mind of 
Adam Smith sufficiently to bring forth his “labor commanded^ 
concept, by describing two kinds of value, the relative and 
the absolute» Nowhere did Ricardo give an exact definition 
of his absolute value, but he seemed to think of it as the 
relation existing between a good and its labor-cost» This 
absolute (or real) value must not be confused with the re
lation existing between two goods of differing kinds, but 
only between a particular good and the particular labor-cost 
to be-associated with it« Relative value, on the other hand. 
Was defined as; the relation of goods of differing kinds to 
each other and to each other ’ s absolute values or labor-costs» 
The definition of absolute value also obviated the difficulty 
of disposing of rent and interest, for Ricardo held that the 
real value would decline as the amount of labor embodied in 
it should decline; hence, technological improvement, or any 
factor causing less labor to be employed, while reducing the 
absolute value, could not cause a general rise or fall in 
relative value» Huch criticism has been directed at Ricardo Es 
value theory, especially his concepts of real and absolute 
value, which he nowhere defined as being specifically one 
and the same» ’ ;;

Oarey, however, chose another path* His, as usual, was 
the more dynamic way* And in choosing his definition of 
value, Carey, like Ricardo, had only striven to secure uni
versality » In Carey * s mind, value was defined variously as
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$,the resistance to be overcome before we can enter upon the
possession of the thing desired" and the “measure of the
resistance to be overcame in obtaining things required for

il-0use, op the measure of nature 8s power over man®n 'Carey; 
based his theory Of value upon labor cost (or sacrifice) 9 

but emphasized the cost of reproduction rather than the cost 
of productiono

One of the ma jor criticisms leveled; against Carey 's cost 
of reproduetion theory was that it could not determine the 
cost of goods which can never be reproduced (eeg® s works of 
art5 rare collector's items such as ancient coinss and some 
obsolete goods)® Carey had this question in his own mind, 
and did in fact answer it in part® Se recognized that Robin
son Crusoe 8 s "rude axd of flinty " though it had cost him far 
more in terms of physical labor than did the steel axe he 
obtained from the passing ships was worth far less to him® 
Carey»s cost of reproduction was the cost5 not of reproducing 
the physical labor of productions but rather of reproducing 
the satisfactions which the good could give® There is stills 
of courses the room for -criticism that the entire cost of re
production school leaves open, but there is considerably less

. if-i.............room than has been occupied by Carey's critics =

Lj-O® Sir Ro H® I® PalgravSj Dictionary of Political 
Economy (London s MacMillan & Go ® s 1910) s p ® 225° ™

ill® Carey's chief critics on doctrine, were Friedrich 
Langep in Germany| and Francis Walkers in the United States»



. Carey even had an explanation of the extreme prices
paih;Tor sneh items as a" rare painting or a rare coin. He
described these prices as "purely imaginary>: and,, ,depen- •
dent upon fashion, 0 He explained his. viewpoint by saying,,
''Value, is limited by the cost of reproduction| and when a
commodity cannot be reproduced#,,,its value has no limit but
in the fancy:of those who have the desire to possess ft, and

" lj-2 ~ ■
have the ability to pay for it,"

:;.-:Sinoe: Oarey here took a position ascribing value to the 
usefulness of a good# it might be assumed that he would ex
plain the relationship of vtlue. to^utility'He did not#■ ' ' . [j_3 ' \ f '' ' ' f  - •' • ; . ' :
.however,: , He Cohtented himself with' writing that value was
"the power of nature - over man#" while utility was defined as 
"the power of man over naturet" He said that progress had 
as its result an increase in utility accompanied by;a de
crease # "in,,.inverse ratio" in value = But he refused to 
carry on his train of thought from there> -.sayf'tgl ^
•lity#: while hecessary to value# is not the cause of value." ' 
His thought was perhaps more confused; on. this point than on 
most? for the last statement quoted would seem to constitute 
an actual contradict ion of himself. : At
- : " All of his discussion about value was but a stepping
stone to his treatment of distributiph: And it was this

p T : Carey# Principles of Social Sole nee #, vol. I# p.
1 6 0. ■ •• - /



■. the ory -of di s lon^ with all' its ̂ optimistic overt one 8$,
which led jb.im to his treatment of 'population»

In his stndy' of'idistribntion,. Carey considered - the 
reiative interests of three ecohdmic classes of ''society -- 
the laborer <, the capital!at s and the trader« He showed that s ■ 
as a society advances, the product of labor includes; an in" . 
-creasing -surplus, capital, which makes further labor easier« 
.Goods so produced decline in value, but gain In utility* The 
price of capital' decreases as its amount increases, resulting 
in a gain by labor at the expense1 of capital„ This gain,
Carey held, is both relative and absolute| though the amount. 
of capital is ihoreasIng constantly, labor's, gain is faster* 
Carey's treatment; of the trader was similar to his treatment 
. of the capitalist * : with few goods and few customers, the . 
trader's position is an important one; but as production in" 
creases, although the trader's total income also increases, 
his importance decreases and labor gains. Carey»s theory,of 
.distribution suffered from being very'much oversimp!If1 ed; 
it was true of conditions in his America, but was not the 
universal theory he sought * ' ty t ;v.

; - v. / - Population ' ' ''i.1
Carey was more explicit onthe subject of population 

than on most other parts of his doctrine. His argument on - \ 
this subject followed, two;main 1 ineS Pf thought: :(1 ):he
denied that the Malthusian hypothesis was universally ; b
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applicable^ and (2 ) he held that conditions of population are 
a factor over which man has some degree of control= He didp. 
tims.j, deny Malthas generally9 and he denied him specifically# 
Carey was willing to admit3 since it was clear to any obser
vers that Malthas had correctly described conditions in' west
ern Europe as crowded and miserable; but Carey!s somewhat 
original thesis came in his certainty that such conditions 
were not necessary9 and should indeed be changed0

ft seems probable that Henry Carey may have received 
the first glimmerings of his population theory from his Ameri
can predecessors Alexander H» Everetts who had published a

' Ui- 'book on the subjects Everett had said that increasing popu
lation would bring with it an increased effectiveness in the ■ 
production of food? owing to the increased numbers of workers 
and the advantages accruing from the increased division of 
labor® Actually, Everett,8s .ideas were quite consistent with 
Malthusian doctrine, though he thought them novel, but he 
did nevertheless give Carey a point of departure for his con
siderably more novel thoughtse

One of the least criticized portions of Carey's popula
tion doctrine followed Spencer's well known statements

88o = othe forces preservative of race are two ability 
in each member of the race to preserve itself, and ability 
to produce other members — power to maintain individual life.

itlu Hew Ideas on Population (1823 )<> Cited, by Palgrave, 
ope cite, volo 3, po (Original source not available0}
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and power to generate the species0 These must vary inversely,
. - When from lowness of organization, the ability to contend
/ with external dangers is small, there must be great fertility 

. ■ . to compensate for the consequent mortality; otherwise the race
- must die out o ;; When, on the. contrary,, i high endowments give 'U
much capabity of: sel^-preservation, ‘;a eorrespehdihgly-lpw deT<gree of fertility, is requisite. Given; the dangers to be met 

’ .as a constant quantity; then, as the ability of any species y ;
: ; to meet them must be a constant quantity toop and as this is
, . • made up of the two factors -- power to maintain, individual ■ .' - : 'life 'ah# power to multiply these cannot do other than vary

inversely; one must decrease as the other increase do ; .
Thus, the higher the living organism; on the s cale of evolu-

4 tion, the more, it tends to limit the numbers of its off- t
U spring = This law was first enunciated by Herbert Spencer in

, V• ah article.;in the Westminster Review in April of 1852; hence ;
.its newness served but to increase its impact upon the mind
of Garey, who avidly devoured all such literature, Neither " ' ’ :
Spencer nor Carey held that the "inverse ratio" was always
to be regarded as an immutable mathematical equation; both
regarded it rather as a tendency, • And since this tendency •

. has been.coheeded:by most later writers, it seems that Spenp - ;
cer's idea as adopted by Carey made a -not -inconsiderable dent
in Malthas * armor, . - .U. ' U'

;:t \ Carey*s population theory, which he chose to call "the
law of the perpetuity of matter," consisted of two' other : p -

,. ' :V ,, principal arguments» ;' : ; . ., d \ v - p :• - v p p
: ' It was admitted by all ,P including Mai thus, that the ;
wants, of men can better be satisfied when - the population is

■' . . > - - v ; Ls, Eerbert Spencer, The' Principles of Biology (Hew
P.'; qPp. P: Ybrhg;-PD, Appleton & Co.; l8'98), vol, II, p, i±dll ; -;p 4
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in a state of continual growthy and that this rule knows but 
one exception the ease of food* Increased population al
lows increased, specialization of labors greater capital accu- ' 
mulationj, and in general a larger abundance of the finer 
things of life5, said Carey* lows he argueds why is food to 
be thought of as the lone exception-to this otherwise excel
lent rule of natural harmony? Gannot food be thought of in 
a similar way, as the product of but another machine land 
•— • which is made more efficient the larger the population? 
"Everywhere, we find' that'with increasing population the supply 
of food becomes more abundant and regular, * * * famine and pes
tilence tend to pass away = =»' and man becomes more happy and

l|-6 '
more free* 11 ■ To the modern mind, dwelling upon present fa
mine conditions in over-populated India and China, the fal
lacies of-Carey's position are apparent * . But to Carey, writ
ing in nineteenth century America, the law seemed valid* This 
is another case in which a mathematician would characterize 
Carey8s theory as a "special" law, applicable in a particular 
instance, but surely not the. "general" law which Carey as
sured his readers it was» •

Carey8s third argument, though it merits classification 
as a principal one, may be relegated more nearly to the role 
of a subsidiary points it is important to the theory, though 
Carey;intended it as a buttress to his stand* This argument

"Eb*. Carey,.The Past, the Present, and the Future, op* 
cite, p*
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concerns the nature of the Deity# and hence# though subject 
to attack# is not so subject to logical disproof<, Malthus 
had described pestilence# war# and famine as "acts of Provi= 
dence#" which was no less than heresy to Garey*s deeply reli
gious and optimistic soul* He said in this regards
- nGan it be that the Creator has thus been inconsistent 

with Himself Gan it be then that after haring given to •
.man all the faculties required for assuming the mastery of . 
nature# it has been a part of His design to subject him to absolute and irreversible laws# in virtue of which he must 
inevitably become nature 1 s slave?’-’Iff
He went on to discuss the spiritual and moral nature of man 
himself 0 To Carey# the ’’economic, man” of the English school 
was a creature he disliked to think existed in reality; for 
such an "economic man#” to C a r e y 8s mind# was little if any 
higher than an animal„ The classicists thought of man as a 
mass# whereas Carey thought of him as an individual# with
moral and spiritual characteristics0 This elevation of the
nature of humanity was more than a mere argument in Carey8s 
doctrine# moreover; it sqmetime# seems to the student of 
Carey that it was his chief reason for living and writing«

,Carey listed a final, argument in his population theory 
that" he might far better have omit ted# for its sheer non
sense has been obvious to all his many critics* This idea 
had to do with the complementary nature of the animal and

~~Xi-7o Carey# principles of Social Science# opt cito# 
vol0 III# po 26§o Cited by Kaplan# op, cit*# p, 70o



vegetable kingdoms s while plants emit oxygen and use car
bonic acidy animals y (including, men) exhale carbonic acid 
and inhale oxygen* Thus s said Carey, the numbers of men must 
be ever on the increase as the lesser animals are. eliminated 
and cultivation of plants is increased, lest the balance of 
nature be upset and all die* His reasoning is upheld in its 
basic outlines by the facts of biology, but the conclusions 
he drew from it-appear no less than asinine»

' Rent
In the numerous books of Carey, the subject of land and

its increment consumed more space-than perhaps any other to™
' - #  pico As earlier described in this paper, Carey*3 first

published theory held the Ricardian position to be true only .
for a special case| his later works generally denounced it
as universally "false o. An examination of Carey is America .led
him at once to see that Ricardo8s dismal hypothesis could
hardly exist in all casesj it is only to be regretted that ,
his optimism carried him so far as to deny utterly that there
was any truth in Ricardo 8s teachings«

To Carey, land had no real value in .itself apart from
the efforts of man* Ricardo had said that rent “is that
portion of the produce of the earth which is paid to the
landlord for the use of the original and indestructible
powers of the soil*” However, Carey denied that land

See p « lti$ ante *



possessed any “original and indestructible powersdeclaring 
rather that land was' worthless until man came along to use it * 
Mature may have made the land in the physical sense5 but to 
Carey, man "makes" land in the economic sense» Hence any eco- 
■nomic'rent had to come from the value .added to land by the ef
forts of labor<, Labor, the source of value already in Carey.*s 
mind, thus became also the sdUrce of rent» p - vy y-: :b ■

The second point of his rent theory was hot only at ' 
variance with Ricardo and the classical school, but was also- 
directly contrary top practically all teaching before and after* 
This had to do with the. order of occupation of the soil* Carey 
said that' either one of two cases mist .exist 1; (1). As Ricardo
had said,1 cultivators first . utilize the most f erti.le soil, . :
and only after that type of soil has become entirely occupied 
do t hey pass on to the cultivation dfiytoorer soils <,'. (2) But,
asked.Carey, could not. the situation in reality be•reversed? 
Could not theypodreSt soil ̂ “ 'thich he^ held to be the easiest 
of access —  be utilized first,and the more fertile soils —  
harder to develop -- be brought into use only later?

To Carey, again the empiricist, one must;look at "what - 
it is that men in times past have done, and what it. is they 
are now, doing in regardpto: the dcbupation Qf the earth* Pp
Here was a clear-cut attempt to analyze reality through actual 
observation of extant conditions, rather' than through mere

h$'o Carey7“~Principles of Social Science, op. cit*, 
vol» I, p» -107» - . V
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■ ' ■ ■ . ■ ■. ■ : ' ' 50 ■ , '' -theorizing of what might be or what should be»: Carey then :

proceeded through some 1|.0 pages to cite the alleged proof of 
his hypothesis<, His knowledge of geography and of history is 
here shown t o have been little less than encyclopaedic § he 
discussed the problem in the lands of Latin Americas western 
Europes Egypts parts of Asia, and even Australia = In each 
place, he recited conditions as he believed them actually to 
have occurred over the period of recorded history, and he no
where found even a lone exception to his theory of land occu
pation sequence »

1 Throughout man1 s long history as: a farmer $ Carey found
. . ■ - . ' 5i

him first making use of 11 the light soil whioh drains itself, f1 

o * o "occupying in all cases the higher lands,, leaving the 
clearing of timber and the'draining of swamps to" (his) "more

52
wealthy successors« " Only as population increases and 
capital accumulates can men afford to cultivate the richer 
lands, which Carey assumed universally require clearing and/ 
or drainingo If this be true, here then is ample reason for

~~ 50« This particular attempt of Carey to analyze the
conditions that actually exist in the world, coupled with 
his repeated statements of what ought to exist in the world, 
well illustrates a type of dualistic philosophy which might 
be the,fitting subject of criticism which has been devoted 
to misunderstood portions of his doctrine (see footnote 2,6,
P® l6 , ante.) -

5l= Carey, The Past, the Present, and the Future, op. 
olt«, p. 1 0. . -

52o Carey, Principles of Social Science, op. pit»,
VOlo I, P o IO8 0



optimism. Men will, if they but make the effort, always find 
better land to till, and gres:ter opportunities, fop the employ
ment of their energies and their'capital> Population may iny 
crease indefinitely,, and should in fact be encouraged to do

In the classical theory of renty Ricardo had assumed 
that the most fertile^sbils are also the first to be put 
under the plow, and that men utilize the poorer and less pro
ductive soils only when they are forced to do so through ‘ 
sheer lack of more good l a n d s t o  In reality,; is - .
purely a re suit of the employment of land less fertile than : 
the best in use* Rent (the return to the landlord) would 
be highef if. improvements in cultivation were not to occur; 
and on the other hand, rent, would be lower (and hence the 
tiller of the soil would be better off) if such Improvements ’ 
were to be introduced. ITJnder Ricardian theory, then, the 
interesh oif the landlord; is' irrevocably opposed to that, of - 
the farmer* " ; . p . ' ;’v v ' v '
'' Under Carey1 s theory, however, rent is the result of 
man's labor in preparing the -land for cultivatioh» land 
alone is worthless * The value of • land is Increased as more 
labor is put upon it. The farmer then,- is a benefit to the : 
land owner, and their interests are always in harmony.

Money, and, Banking
In the field of money and banking,. Garey made no



original contribution» His thought was confused, he mixed
causes and effectss and in general he did no credit to him
self or to his doctrineo It will have to.be sufficient, 
therefore, to enumerate briefly the ideas which he advocated, 
remembering that his reasons for advocating such measures 
were bad*

Carey favored free banking with limited liability for 
bankers* This may have been due to his desire to favor the 
small entrepreneur, and his desire to oppose entrenched poli
tical interestSo He also advocated a large supply of cur
rency, for as he said, since precious metals are a boon to 
society, there can be no oversupply of them* On similarly 
ungrounded logic, he favored a low interest rate*

He was so vitally interested in natural history, geo
graphy, and allied topics, that the mere mechanics of money 
and banking procedure could hardly have excited his interest 
enough for serious study. Carey was an educated man, but his 
education did not extend quite far enough for his treatises 
on currency to have real meaning.

International Trade 
Carey * s theory of f oreign trade was the subject of -much 

adverse (as well as some favorable) criticism in his time.
He began his life as an economist as a free trader, a posi
tion which seemed a natural outgrowth of his philosophy of



natural harmony6 He conceived of the free trade policy as 
the only one which could be reconciled with a Christian 
national outlook, and said so in his usual vehement manner» 
In regard to international trade, Carey held that restric
tions could only hamper, and that if perfect freedom were to 
be allowed, private business men would so handle their profit 
making activities that the most equitable distribution of 
goods throughout the world would result % Prom the date of 
his first economic work in 1835 until the high protective 
tariff was passed by ‘Congress seven years later, Carey al
lowed not a dent to be made in his armor * Although his own 
personal fortune, built up in his years as a publisher, was 
seriously threatened by the Panic of 837, Carey stood 
staunchly by his free trade position^ In l8l|_2, he predicted 
that the new policy of heavy protection for American pro
ducers could and would but worsen the financial position of 
the United States0

Events, however, proved him mistakeno The country pros
pered as it never had before« It was only then that Carey 
could see the faults in his theory, though in his customary 
manner he seemed to over-eompensateo However, instead of 
following his usual course of revising his original theory 
more nearly to conform to observed fact, he deemed his ori
ginal free trade position to be completely untenable and 
entirely overthrew it* Prom l8lil|.s he was an almost rabid
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protectionists having then denounced, the whole classical 
school and British free trade in particularo

No longer could Garey blithely follow the Smithian form 
of cosmopolitanism through faith in free trade o Free trade 
it was that was impoverishing United States industry to 
fatten English capitalists* Carey finally took a stand akin 
to that of Alexander Hamiltonp who had been among the first 
Americans to see that protection seemed necessary if America 
was to build upon the foundations of her infant industry as 
rapidly as appeared desirable„ Carey, howevers' went too far, 
for he contended that for/America to..prosper, it was neces^ 
sary. to place protective tariffs so that British buyers' of 
American agricultural products might be excludedo

■Carey Vs views on protection, which he succeeded in mak
ing one of the best publicized portions of his doctrine, were 
far from unique j but they were important in the. building of 
United States industry, for Oarey ts influence was felt in the 
halls of Congress-through the Senators and Representatives 
who adopted his viewpoint @. .

One writer even suggested that Carey’s major claim to 
distinction was "his plea that protection is needed for some 
countries to prevent the exhaustion of their natural re- 
sources I

o ' Sir Sydney Jo Chapman, Outlines of Political Eco
nomy, (London: Longmans, Green & Coo, 19117, p* ^ .
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: i;/: , v:; :, ''' ' \ Summary ' '/''y/;
' Throu.ghou.t the whole body of his doctrine Oarey held 

dfehat-'mahhltid' Is but a part -- albeit the major part -- of a > ' 
divinely efea;ted world subject not to chaos or laws of 
t$lash£ng Interests s.‘ but rather to laws of natural harmony 
cons 1 stent with - a beneficent Greater® It was thus that:.
. Garey:ss economic teaching was built upon a dynamic, forward*” , 
■going society, rather than upon the static society conceived - 
by the English school=

And it seems clear why his thought was So patternedo In 
his day, America was a vast and partially unexplored land of 
Untapped natural resources,: which seemingly would require a ;; . 
ndarly Infinite time to develop fully*. There were none of 
the depressing lacks of land and of ambition which’ an older 
Europe, was even: then staring in the face«. Here Ihthh'Sew .;. 
World, a frontier lend was beckoning all who. would brave the 
hardships of a long journey,: and this era called forth a • 
theory of economics that could explain such a glorious vista 
of a boUntiful future* • . ■ ; - , : : .f.
v : The reasons for Garey«s disagreement with the English •

school hay' be discussed at great length* But when the argu
ments have been sifted down,:, the reasons seem few and rather 
simple^ There is, first of all, the environment of American 
growth and optimism® . h  ■ ■. ' it I tt .

But there is another cause for Oarey's' disavowal of so. 
many of the English doctrines, though it seems less valid ,
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today as observed in the light of another century1s historyo ' 
Apparently Oarey was opposed to things English largely be
cause of the fact that they were English= Several reasons 
for his attitude may be cited0 His father, Mathew Carey, 
had been banished from his native Ireland for his severe 
criticism of the King1s policies, and Mathew had continued 
his political crusading through his writings later in Eranee 
and ■finally in America „ There can be no doubt that much• of 
Mathew8s spirit, as well as his particular anti-British, be- w 
liefs, were transmitted to his son* Henry showed also a 
strong feeling that if the United States were being denied 
her true place in the sun, it was because of English capi
talists who were bus ily building up their Empire at the ex
pense of the rest of the world in general and of the United 
States in particularo .

Henry Garey felt that the precious metals were among 
the greatest necessities for the proper operation of a pivi-' 
lized economyo The German, Lange, referred to his doctrines 
as in this sense a "return to mercantilism," though such a 
viewpoint is considerably too narrow in actuality. In the 
Principles of Social Science, Carey pointed out that the gold 
being mined in California touched the Atlantic coast of America

■ . - 55only long enough to be transferred to waiting English vessels*

■" "^F^^Qarey," Principles of Social Science, op,. clt,, 
volo II, pp. 311, 313*
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0?hen9 finally $ it should be noted that America had been 
involved in two wars with England so recently that the public 
mind even yet looked upon England with something more than 
mere suspiciono

Indeed, England stood, in the eyes of Garey, for all 
that was opposed to the development of a free American eco
nomic system® He did not ordinarily refer to the actions of 
the British government as other than "England *3 misdeeds»

So. it is anything but .surprising to find that-Henry 
Charles Carey developed, during the lifetime evolution of 
his thinking, a body of economic thought that was directly 
and irrevocably opposed to the English school of that 'time.*-
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1 It is eorap 1©tely, obviotis in' the light of today 8s know- 
iedge.;that some ^  —  notably his carbonic acid

- ■ :> V  ; V ;  5 6 v '  ; v : : . v . : v  - ; ■ ■ i ' /  : ' ' ' :teypbthesiS - are utterly false c .But to stop there would
be grossly nhfairg for many of his ©conbmic ideas still find 
strong support from thinkers of the current generation. Since 
that is so s, there must have been some element of validity in 
his teachings9 and there must at the same time have been some- .

■ tliing of value o / ' :h ; / ■ : . ..v:':■ / ' '
The weight ''of-today 8"S;: opinion would surely tip the scales i 

in favor of Ricardian rent theory over that of Careys -Yet :; 
Carey was an educated man: when he cited example after exam
ple as proof that everywhere the poorer, lighter, well- 
drained soils were first to be cultivated, he surely: did so 
with firm conviction that this thesis could and would be 
supported by all those having .any direct •experience, or : : .

. otherwise-derived knowledge» It would seem extremely du? 
bious. that Carey could not have been correct at least part, 
of the ; time t . : h : . --"

And yet.Ricardo held just as firmly that precisely the 
opposite was true® '" . ‘ '

■ ~  sii P . 3 1, ante. '. ,
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Could not the explanation lie in accepting both views 
as trues each in a differing case5, depending upon the type 
of soil/ its elevation, the associated climate, and other 
factors? That this is the only possible solution is shown 
by recorded history* In Ricardo8s England, the best land 
had long been known and had been under cultivation; only 
the poorer soils were yet available for use* But England 
was even then maturing in an agricultural way; her lands had - 
long been tilled, and her population was deriving practically 
all the support therefrom that could have been envisioned 
at the then-current development of technology« In America, 
however, the early settlers on the Atlantic seaboard had 
encountered soil which was far from the best in the country; 
and at Carey$ s time It was most evident that better and bet
ter soils were being made tillable as civilization pushed the 
frontier farther and,farther west* ; '

Malthusian population theory looked likewise at European 
economic, political, and social conditions; and looking at a 
region already supporting great numbers at its stage of tech
nological development, it would of necessity be dismal where 
the future outlook was concernedc Carey, however,' saw in 
America a land crying for the toll of more and yet more 
workers, a frontier state in which progress could only be 
had if the population were to increase tremendously*

Each school was best suited to its own environment* The 
classical school, brought to its full height in Carey: 3 time



by John Stuart Mill,; explained, the European economy well 
enougho But it did not explain the fact that in America 
the land owners were not only paying very high wages to the 
farmers, but were desperately worried lest the few-farmers 
remaining in the East would follow the others who had gone 
Wdst to seek greater•riches» And how could the land already 
available be tilled, or the factories enlarged, or any pro- . 
gress at all made, unless there were more people to do the 
work? • '

It is easy, then, to give Carey credit for establishing 
a system of economies which fitted conditions in the America 
of his time* But Carey asked more credit than that* Carey - 
not only said that his ideas provided an explanation of, ex
panding , youthful economies; rather, he said that his theories 
gave an explanation of all.socio-economic systems wherever and 
whenever they might exist —  and with no noteworthy exception 
whatevero He was seeking nothing less than universal laws, 
as he frequently pointed out» In this, the judgment of time 
has held that he failed0
1 It has been said that Carey's economic thoughts gave a 

clearer understanding of the American world position than 
had previously been available * ^  was a second way in
which he contributed to society, moreover, and that way was 
in his search for laws of economics that would foster more 
ethical conduct on the part of man* Speaking of the rent 
doctrine of David Ricardo, Carey said, "Furnishing, as it



■ did* a simple and easy explanation of the poverty existing 
in the worldoo^it relieved the governing classes from all 
responsibility for the wretohedness with which they were 
surrounded,, and was therefore at once adopted," Ho more 
scathing denunciation of the "dismal science" of the clas
sicists has ever been made than this sentence written by

*' Henry Charles Oarey in the late l8p0 ! s 0 Carey was arguing 
for a correct economic analysisj, to be sure9 but he felt

• that that analysiss to be correct, had to eohform:with:the; 
highest moral code» - ; ; : Vh "v-,;-:■ t-; .

- Throughout all his writingss Carey held a firm.convic
tion thatg since Christian ethics are a direct revelation 
from Cod5 all of nature must conform in a sort of "natural ; 
harmony" so that mankind, if it observes this Christian 
code of ethics, would thereby reap the greatest possible 
benefit, - He was well aware that the ma jority, of .humans 
were not Christian, and he never assumed that all men ac
tually acted as he - believed bhey should, He was not aware, 
however, of the great poverty that would result in the Par 
East after his heathy When India and China, in following his 
dictum of a - constantly increasing population, would' fall to 
find the economic benefits he had promised, .although he
: admitted the .ppssiblllty that some nations might have tem
porary-difficulties- with Overpopulatioh, _ ho 'f; : '

~~v~ 57° Principles of Social Science, vol. I, p, 105»
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Any decision regarding the validity of Carey8s teachings 
would seemingly have to be based upon the genuine constructive^ 
ness of much of his doctrine»

•In his theories of value and distribution, of population, 
of rent,.of international trade and even of money and bank
ing Garey showed an inclination to treat the problems of 
economics as the problems of humanity0 After all, he pro
bably would have said, are not the social sciences -- includ
ing economics --studies of human institutions, and must not 
their aim be the emancipation of humankind?

It sometimes seems difficult to understand why modern 
textbooks of economics devote almost no attention to Henry 
Charles Garey, That his theories often proved to be incorrect 
IS true—  but he did not stand alone in that respect* He 
did contribute a unique share to the binding together of 
American economic thought, and he expressed, perhaps better; 
than any other, the ambitious, aggressive, dynamic approach 
to life of a new nation* -

.Yet Garey was so often overzealous, so often wrong, and 
so often simply stubborn, that he can hardly be held up as 
an example to the future students of economic thoughts
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